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Introduction
Chromosomal rearrangements for the distal end of 8p were first described in 1976 by Weleber et. al. It is estimated that classic inverted duplicated deleted (invdupdel) 8p occur in approximately 10,000-30,000 live births1,2. 
Patients with the invdupdel 8p display moderate to severe mental retardation, characteristic facial features, congenital heart defects, hypotonia, skeletal abnormalities such as scoliosis, and hypoplasia/agenesis of the corpus 
collosum.
The Olfactory receptor (OR) clusters and their surrounding low copy repeats (LCR) that mediate the 8p rearrangements are part of the largest gene superfamily present in the human genome5. They have been found on almost 
every chromosome with some containing multiple clusters. The LCR regions (REPP and REPD) located within 8p have been implicated in mediating rearrangements such as a common paracentric inversion, deletion ,duplication,. 
pericentric inversion between 8p23.1 and 8q22.1 and a variety of supernumerary chromosome 8 markers4. The paracentric inversion has been identified in as much as 26% of the European population5 and 27% of the Japanese 
population3 and much of the evidence presented in the literature has shown that a maternal paracentric inversion between REPP and REPD has been the mediator of invdupdel 8p rearrangements.

Figure 1 (a) Mechanism 1 in which the chromosome carrying the paracentric 
inversion between REPD and REPP pairs with its homologue by forming an inversion 
loop. Crossing-over and recombination within the loop create an unstable dicentric 
chromosome and an acentric fragment. The dicentric chromosome breaks outside 
the inverted region lead to the formation of a monocentric chromosome with a 
terminal deletion and an inverted duplication with a single copy region between the 
duplication. (b) Mechanism 2 in which the inverted LCRs within REPD or REPP in the 
same short arm of chromosome 8. Pairing and recombination between the inverted 
repeats on sister chromatids results in the formation of a dicentric chromosome and 
an acentric fragment. Breakage of the dicentric outside the inverted repeats leads to 
a monocentric chromosome with a terminal deletion and an inverted duplication 
with a single copy region between the duplication, which will be flanked by the 
inverted repeats. (c) Mechanism 3, which involves an initial premeiotic double-strand 
break of the two sister chromatids. Fusion of the broken ends results in a symmetric 
U-type reunion between the sister chromatids leading to the formation of a dicentric 
chromosome. Breakage distal to the fusion site outside the fusion region results in a 
monocentric chromosome with a terminal deletion and an inverted duplication 
without a single copy region between the duplication.

It is generally accepted that the formation of the invdupdel chromosome is a two step process beginning with the creation of a 
dicentric chromosome with then the subsequent breakage and loss/rescue of the secondary centromere to regain stability. Three
mechanisms have been described to account for the formation of the dicentric chromosome (fig. 1)4,6.

• Mechanism 1   involves recombination of a balanced paracentric inversion, almost always carried maternally. During meiosis I an 
inversion loop is formed to enable pairing with the normal homologue. Unequal cross over or recombination within the loop 
creates the dicentric chromosome 8 (dic(8)).

• Mechanism 2 involves the presence of inverted LCRs within the REPP or REPD. Partial folding of one homologue onto itself with
a recombination event between the inverted LCRs leads to the formation of the dic(8).

• Mechanism 3 initiates with a premeiotic double strand break of the two sister chromatids of the 8p. Fusion of the broken ends
results in a symmetric U-type reunion between the sister chromatids, once again, forming the dic(8).

Dicentric chromosomes are characteristically unstable. In order to regain stability the second centromere is removed during meiotic division or early embryonic development. This now leaves a secondary instability problem 
resulting from the loss of telomeric sequences which will need to be replaced through telomere healing or telomere capture4,7,8. Telomere healing occurs through telomerase dependant telomere addition or telomerase 
independent recombination based addition. Telomere capture involves acquiring a new telomere from its sister chromatid homologue or from a non-homologous chromosome end.
By using conventional cytogenetic karyotyping alone it is impossible to hypothesise about the formation mechanism, however with the introduction of molecular karyotyping a clear picture can be presented that highlights the 
previously unseen features of the classic invdupdel 8p. The chromosomes established through either mechanism 1 or 2 have very distinctive appearance that shows a single copy number region that is flanked by the distal 
deletion and the proximal duplication. The duplicated region is not consistent among the cases portrayed in the literature but the size of the duplication has been linked to the severity of the phenotype9,10. Mechanism 3 does not 
contain the single copy region and may not necessarily involve OR clusters.

Here we describe 5 cases ascertained within the laboratory that show the classic inverted duplicated deleted chromosome 8p and provide possible mechanism of formation for each case.

Patient 1 Patient 4

Patient 5

Conclusions 
The use of molecular karyotyping by microarray has allowed a more detailed view of these 8p aberrations. With 
conventional cytogenetics alone the abnormality can only be partially defined. The use of molecular cytogenetic 
techniques has not only provided better resolution with more specific breakpoints, it has also allowed the 
determination of the more complex nature of the rearrangement. With the more informative results further 
inferences can be made in regards to the formation of the invdupdel 8p rearrangements that were not possible 
before.  
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Methods
Patient 1 was processed with the Affymetrix Cytogenetics Whole-Genome Array containing 2.7 million markers 
(non-polymorphic and polymorphic SNP markers). The array is based on build NCBI36/hg 18 of the human 
genome sequence and median spacing is less than 1Kb.
Patients 2 to 5 were processed with the Affymetrix Cytogenetics Whole-Genome Array containing 750,436 
markers (non-polymorphic and polymorphic SNP markers). The array is based on build NCBI37/hg 19 of the 
human genome sequence with median spacing of approximately 4.1Kb.  
Chromosome Analysis Suite (ChAS) software used for analysis for all patients. 

Testing: Conventional karyotype  
followed by molecular karyotyping 
by microarray

Clinical details: Peripheral blood: 4yr old 
female with significant developmental 
delay, colomboma x2, kidney’s both on left 
side, CHARGE association and hypotonia

Karyotype: 46,XX,der(8)invdup(8)(p12p23.1)del(8)(p23.1).arr 
8p23.3p23.1(162,851-7,883,684)x1,8p23.1p12(12,615,662-32,566,699)x3
Additional FISH testing using the Vysis subtelomeric probes for chromosome 8 confirmed 
the deletion from the p-terminal region. 

Discussion: Conventional karyotype identified an abnormal chromosome 8. 
Subsequent microarray analysis identified the classical invdupdel(8p) 
containing a terminal deletion 8p23.1p23.3(7.7Mb) adjacent to a copy number 
neutral segment adjacent to an interstitial duplication 8p12p23.1 (19.95Mb).  
Images taken from the UCSC browser depict the rich region of segmental 
duplications (LCRs) located at the proximal end of the deletion and at the distal 
portion of the duplication. 

UCSC browser segdup: Interstitial 8p duplication

UCSC browser segdup: Terminal 8p deletion

Patient 2
Clinical details: Products of Conception:  
Failed first trimester pregnancy

Testing: Molecular karyotyping by microarray 
followed by conventional karyotype 

Karyotype: 46,XX,dic(8;8)(p23;p23).arr 8p23.3p23.1(158,048-
7,044,046)x1,8p23.1q24.3(12,507,057-146,295,771)x3

From the classical appearance of the molecular 
karyotype and coupled with the breakpoints being 
within LCR rich regions the most likely mechanism of 
formation can be attributed to either mechanism 1 or 
mechanism 2. Further FISH investigations (conducted 
at an external laboratory) on parental bloods were not 
able to determine the presence or absence of the 
paracentric inversion that would be the primary 
catalyst for mechanism 1.

ChAS detail view

Discussion: Microarray analysis identified a variant of classical invdupdel(8p) 
containing a terminal deletion 8p23.1p23.3(6.88Mb) adjacent to a copy 
number neutral segment adjacent to a duplication encompassing the 8p23.1-
8q24.3 region.  Images taken from the UCSC browser once again depict the rich 
region of segmental duplications (LCRs) located at the proximal end of the 
deletion and at the distal portion of the p arm duplication.  This result was 
suggestive of a dicentric chromosome 8 which was confirmed with subsequent 
conventional chromosome analysis.

UCSC browser segdup: distal 8p arm duplication breakpoint

UCSC browser segdup: terminal 8p arm deletion

This rearrangement is once again mediated by the 
presence of LCRs at the 8p deletion and duplication 
breakpoints and therefore can be likely attributed to 
either mechanism 1 or 2 (no parental bloods to confirm 
presence of 8p23 paracentric inversion). It appears in this 
instance that there was no subsequent breakage and 
stabilisation of the dicentric chromosome. This finding  
equates to trisomy of the majority of chromosome 8 and is 
likely to be the reason for the failure of this pregnancy.

Testing: Molecular karyotyping by microarray 
followed by conventional karyotype 

Clinical details: Amniotic fluid: fetal 
micrognathia

Karyotype: 46,XX,der(8)invdup(8)(p12p23.1)del(8)(p23.1). 
arr 8p23.3p23.1(158,048-7,044,046)x1, 
8p23.1p11.1(11,936,000-43,824,035)x3

Discussion: Microarray analysis identified the classical invdupdel(8p) 
containing a terminal deletion 8p23.1p23.3(6.88Mb) adjacent to a copy 
number neutral segment adjacent to an interstitial duplication encompassing 
the 8p23.1-8p11.1 region (31.89Mb).  Images taken from the UCSC browser 
once again depict the rich region of segmental duplications (LCRs) located at 
the proximal end of the deletion and at the distal portion of the p arm 
duplication.  Conventional chromosome analysis was conducted to view the 
structural nature of the copy number changes.

Again there is the classical appearance of the molecular 
karyotype and coupled with the breakpoints being within 
LCR rich regions the most likely mechanism of formation 
can be attributed to either mechanism 1 or mechanism 2. 
SNP analysis of parental bloods has determined that it is the 
maternal chromosome 8 that has been altered. As 
mentioned previously the majority of the paracentric 
inversions that act as the precursor for mechanism 1 are 
maternally derived, this finding favours the possibility of 
mechanism 1 as the mediator for this particular 
invdupdel(8). FISH investigation have not been conducted 
as yet to confirm this.

UCSC browser segdup: Interstitial 8p duplication

UCSC browser segdup: Terminal 8p deletion

Testing: Molecular karyotyping by microarray 
(conventional karyotype conducted in house) 

Clinical details: Products of conception: 
first trimester miscarriage

Karyotype: arr 8p23.3p23.1(158,048-7,044,046)x1 dn, 
8p23.1p11.1(12,552,775-43,139,944)x3 dn, 8q22.2q24.3(100,157,836-
146,295,771)x2-3 dn, 15q11.2(22,770,421-23,082,237)x3 mat

Discussion: Microarray analysis identified another classical invdupdel(8p) 
containing a terminal deletion 8p23.1p23.3(6.88Mb) adjacent to a copy 
number neutral segment adjacent to an interstitial duplication encompassing 
the 8p23.1-8p11.1 region (30.59Mb). It also detected a mosaic copy number 
gain of the 8q22.2q24.3 (46.14Mb), and an incidental finding of a duplication 
of 15q11.2 (maternally inherited). The UCSC once again depicts the LCR rich 
region at the breakpoints.

The classical appearance of the 8p CNVs and the 
breakpoints within LCR regions points to either mechanism 
1 or mechanism 2 as the likely mode of formation. 
Conventional karyotypes on parental bloods were 
apparently normal and SNP analysis of maternal blood has 
determined that it is the maternal chromosome 8 that has 
been altered. This favours the possibility of a maternal 
paracentric inversion mediating mechanism 1.

UCSC browser segdup: Interstitial 8p duplication

UCSC browser segdup: Terminal 8p deletion

Conventional cytogenetic analysis and FISH investigation (Vysis 
subtelomeric chromosome 8 probes) were conducted to observe the 
structural nature of the CNVs as it was thought the mosaic 8q duplication 
could represent a telomere capture event to stabilise the deleted 8pter. 
Two cell lines were detected on G-banded metaphases: the classical 
invdupdel(8) as expected, and a secondary cell line containing an 
invdupadd(8p) which was negative for the 8qter FISH probe. No other 
terminally located CNVs were detected by microarray to explain the 
identity of the additional material. Possible explanations for this could be 
mosaicism within the chorionic villus and culture bias for a smaller cell line 
not detected or possible cultural artefact. 

ChAS whole genome view

ChAS detail view
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Subtelomeric FISH  chr8: a) inverted, b) fluorescent. Invdupadd indicated. Subtelomeric FISH chr8 probe: invdupdel.

G-banded karyotype

ChAS detail view

G-banded karyotype

Subtelomeric FISH chr8.

ChAS Detail view

G-banded dicentric chr8 composite  view.

Patient 3

Clinical details: Products of Conception:  
10/40 missed miscarriage
Testing: Molecular karyotyping by microarray only

Karyotype: arr[GRCh37](1-7,9-13,15-22)x3,(X)x2,(Y)x1, 
8p23.3p22(158048_18578855)x2,8p22p21.3(18580983_19173427)x4, 
8p21.2q24.3(19181934_146295771)x3,14q11.2q23.1(20516278_59230906)x3,
14q23.1q32.33(59231290_107284437)x4

Discussion: Microarray analysis identified a triploid karyotype with a terminal 
deletion of one of the three 8p22p23.3 region(18.42Mb) and an additional  
copy number gain of the 8p21.3p22 region (592kb) adjacent to the deletion 
and an additional 14q23.1q32.33 region (48.05Mb). In this case the break 
points of the terminal 8p deletion and the adjacent 8p duplication do not 
coincide with LCR rich regions. 
Conventional chromosome analysis on parental bloods has shown normal 
karyotypes with no evidence of a translocation involving chromosomes 8 and 
14.

The presence of the interstitial duplicated region immediately 
adjacent to the terminal deletion with no copy neutral region 
between indicates that this may have been mediated by 
mechanism 3, whereby the double stranded break of the sister 
chromatids does not need to be mediated by LCR regions.
Conventional G-banded analysis was not possible on this case, 
therefore the location of the terminal duplication from 
chromosome 14 can not be confirmed. This does not exclude 
the possibility  of another telomere capture event whereby the 
terminal deletion on chromosome 8 has been stabilised by the 
addition of material from chromosome 14.
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